
The End of the War
I. 1917-1918

A. Enthusiasm for the war was waning by 1917
1. Regiments in the Austro-Hungarian Army were showing 

signs of resentment and indiscipline.
2. Mutinies in the French Armies
3. Soldiers began to feel a common brotherhood and a 

resentment of civilian populations that weren’t at the front
4. Individual desertments became more frequent

B. The Russian Revolution removing the Eastern Front 
from the War

1. Treaty of Brest-Litovsk
C. The Entry of the United States into the War

1. A need for a final push by the Germans before the Americans 
were entrenched.

2. The “Spring Offensive” failed to break through British and 
French lines.  By the summer, the US arrived in significant 
numbers.

D. September, 1918, clear to military leadership 
(Ludendorff and Hindenberg) that Germany could not 
win the war.

1. With the US arrived, the war of attrition was unwinnable
2. Austria was disintegrating
3. The Bulgarians were at the point of surrender
4. The Turks were defeated in Palestine
5. Spanish Flu hit Germany hard.

E. The German High Command sought terms for an 
armistice before the German Army collapsed

1. Signed on 11 Nov. 1918 at 5 am, to go into effect 6 hours 
later.

II. Reasons for Allied Victory



A. Central Powers Advantages
1. Internal lines of communication stronger between Germany 

and Austria than between France/Britain and Russia
a) Supply of the Army
b) Movement of troops

2. Germany had more developed industry and technology than 
any other European power

3. The German Army was the best in the world, U-Boats could 
challenge British naval superiority.

B. Allied Advantages
1. Greater material resources

a) Central-19% of world production
b) Entente-28% of world production

(1) Entry by the US made this disparity even more pronounced.

C. Failure of the Schlieffen Plan led to a Two-Front War 
that Germany wished to avoid

D. Allies had the support of resources and manpower from 
vast overseas colonies

E. Allied sea power ensured a more effective blockade
F. German allies were less useful
G. Addition of the United States at the end of the war was 

insurmountable to the Germans.
III. The Human Costs

A. Most deadly conflict in human history to that time
B. 9 million soldiers dead over the 4 years of war.

1. Accurate numbers very difficult to come by.
C. Civilian 

1. 7 Million
D. 16 Million total, almost exclusively young adults, 

disproportionately male.
1. Exacerbated by the Spanish Flu (12-20 Million total)

IV. The Peace Treaties



A. The Paris Peace Conference convened in January 1919, 
precise terms to be imposed on Germany agreed upon in 
May 1919 with the treaty signed on June 28, 1919 in the 
Hall of Mirrors in the Palace of Versailles

1. The Big Four: David Lloyd George (Britain), Georges 
Clemenceau (France), Woodrow Wilson (US), Vittorio 
Orlando (Italy)

2. Aims
a) Britain: Lesser reparations as British land was relatively 

unscathed.  Concern about ‘self-determination’  as he 
wanted to preserve his own empire.

b) US: Wilson’s 14 points.  Lesser reparations as the US 
wanted Germany as a viable trading partner.

c) France: Wanted French hegemony on the continent.  
Pushed for heavy reparations

3. Common Aims
a) Destroy German militarism
b) Restore stability to collapsed regions
c) Redraw the map of Europe, satisfying the aspirations of 

nationalist movements
d) Create a new world order in which such a general war 

could not happen again.
B. Outcomes

1. German Territorial Losses
a) Alsace-Lorraine to France
b) Eupen and Malmedy to Belgium
c) Northern Schleswig to Denmark
d) Plznania and part of Silesia to Poland
e) The Saar region to the League of Nations for 15 years, 5 

years of coal production to France
2. Allied occupation of the Rhineland
3. All overseas German territories to the League of nations as 

Mandates
4. Germany lost trade concessions with China



5. Germany forbidden to unite with Austria-now entirely 
German in population

6. German military restrictions
a) DMZ on the Rhineland
b) Army limited to 100,000 men
c) Navy handed over to allies
d) No submarines, no military air force

7. War Guilt Clause-to justify reparation payments which would 
be agreed upon at a later date.  (Over 30 billion, about $400 
billion in today’s dollars.)

a) Little agreement over the amount of reparations, France vs. 
US in debates.  Ultimately, a compromise was reached 
where Germany would only pay for losses of civilians and 
property.

8. Treaty of Brest-Litovsk was voided
9. Compromises between France and Britain and US resulted in 

a united Germany bitter over terms of treaty.
V. Other Treaties

A. St. Germain with Austria
1. Drawing borders of three new nations out of the AH Empire: 

Hungary, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia
2. Italians gain German-speaking South Tirol to fulfill wartime 

promises
3. Czechoslovakia gains 3.5 million german speaking 

Sudetenland-later this would be controversially incorporated 
by Hitler into Nazi Germany.

4. Issues 
a) Minorities still left in new states-Hungarians in Romania, 

Germans and Slovaks in Czechoslovakia, Croats in 
Yugoslavia

b) Border disputes remain (Italy and Yugoslavia, Czech and 
Poland)

c) Forbidding union of Austrian and Germany ran counter to 
the notion of self-determination



B. Hungary at Trianon
C. Ottoman Empire at Sevres

VI. League of Nations
A. International organization to settle international disputes

1. Aims
a) Maintain peace through collective security
b) Encourage international cooperation

B. Membership: Originally all allies and neutral states.  
New applicants had to be approved by 2/3 vote of the 
Assembly.

C. Makeup-Headquartered in Geneva
1. Assembly: All member states, one vote each
2. Council: US, Brits, France, Italy and Japan as permanent 

members, 4 elected members 
3. Secretariate: Led by a secretary-General, organized meetings 

and carried out decisions
4. Permanent International Court of Justice at the Hague in the 

Netherlands
D. Limitations of the League

1. The US refused to join, remaining isolationist and  fearing the 
infringing upon US sovereignty and the rights of the US 
Congress.

2. It would place the US on equal footing to nations some 
viewed as ‘lesser.’ 

3. Central Powers and USSR excluded, organization lacked 
legitimacy

4. No armed forces of its own, relied on the cooperation of 
member states.


